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Abstract

The development of structure of relationships
between words is studied with a constructive ap-
proach by means of arti�cial agents with gram-
mar systems. The agents try to recognize given
sentences in terms of their own grammar. A
word's relationship to other words, which repre-
sents meanings of the word, is derived by ana-
lyzing the word's usage in sentences, and which
is calculated via the mutual dependency between
words and sentences. The agents di�erentiate rec-
ognized words into clusters in a space of relation-
ships among words. The structures of clusters can
be classi�ed into several types. The dynamics of
clusters such as merging, boundary expansions,
structural changes are observed. These clusters
and their dynamics have some relevance with lin-
guistic categorization.

1 Introduction

Language can be seen as an evolutionary system. At the
time of its origin, a successful language must consist of
simple syntax, a small number of words, and very few
abstractions. Human languages have been constructed
through such processes as word formation, grammatical-
ization, or expression diversi�cation. Our own communi-
cation has inherited, via evolutionary pathways, some of
the features of animal communication [1]. Accordingly,
it is important to study the evolutionary aspects of lan-
guage from primitive communication systems. Even now
language is changing. Pidgin and creole languages are
increasing in their complexity, and new expressions are
daily being added to every language. Language, in short,
is an ever-changing system.

Evolutionary linguistics is a new candidate for poten-
tially clarifying the origins and evolution of language [2].
It is important to note that the origins and evolution
of language are typically expressed as such dynamically
complex systems as emergence, self-organization, collec-

tive behavior, clustering, diversi�cation, hierarchy for-
mation, and so on.

A language system must have both adaptability and
stability. If a language is too rigid, its users will not
be able to formulate new expressions to describe diverse
experiences, and if it is too unstable, no communication
will be possible at all. Geeraerts [3] explains this point as
it pertains to categorization: \To prevent the categorical
system from becoming chaotic, it should have a built-in
tendency towards structural stability, but this stability
should not become rigidity, lest the system stops being
able to adapt itself to the ever-changing circumstances of
the outside world." Such dynamical stability and adapt-
ability is often seen also in complex systems.

Constructive approaches are highly advantageous for
understanding dynamically complex systems [4]. These
approaches are also useful for studying evolutionary lin-
guistics, because they are based on the notion that
language is an emergent phenomena in interacting dis-
tributed agents. In contrast to conventional linguistics,
which attempt to describe various language phenomena,
the constructive approach builds models with elements
having its own internal dynamics and interaction among
them, and observe emergence of global order as language-
like behavior. We insist, however, that only emergence
of global order is not enough. Since language is an ever-
changing system, models must show not only emergence
but the dynamics of global order through the dynamics
between elements. Perhaps the most important consider-
ation in the modeling of evolutionary language system is
the introduction of the dynamics of elements. Elements
can change their internal states and their relationships to
other elements. These underlying dynamics often model
the dynamics of the global-level relationships.

In keeping with this approach, we previously presented
a language game played between number of agents hav-
ing di�erent grammar systems [5, 6]. We found that evo-
lution of syntactic structure and emergence of commu-
nity sharing common usages of language. The common
usages punctually change through evolution of individ-
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ual grammars. In the present paper, we incorporate a
word meaning feature, the relationships among words,
into the above work, and tracing the development of this
feature so as to understand the development of meaning
structures of language.

One of the most controversial problem in linguistics is
de�ning the meanings of words. A lot of discussion has
been devoted to this problem. For example, words can
be taken as indicators of external objects; they can be
represented by bundles of necessary and su�cient condi-
tions; they can be done by vectors of several features [7];
they can be done by set of binary features. We insist that
the meanings of words can best be represented by their
interrelationships, as Cruse [8] has written, \We can pic-
ture the meaning of a word as a pattern of a�nities and
disa�nities with all the other words in the language with
which it is capable of contracting semantic relations in
grammatical context."

The meanings of words should thus be discussed in
terms of how language is used [9]. In the present con-
text, this means that a word's relation to other words
should be derived by analyzing the word's usage in nu-
merous sentences. It is often said that a word indicates
(a class of) objects. For example, the word cup indicates
an object, cup. However, from a usage-based viewpoint,
we rather consider the whole sentence \A word cup in-
dicates an object, cup" as one usage of the word itself.
This sentence forms a part of the web of interrelation-
ships of the word cup, with the words such as object or
indicates.

Relations between words can be characterized as ei-
ther syntagmatic and paradigmatic. The syntagmatic
relation is established by the association of words in a
sentence: for instance, by the relation between the words
read and book in the sentence I read a book. The paradig-
matic relation represents a semantic similarity between
two grammatically identical words: for instance, the re-
lation between the words book and magazine in the sen-
tences I read a book and I read a magazine. Paradigmatic
relations can be grasped through syntagmatic relations.
In the above examples, the sentence I read a book sug-
gests the syntagmatic relation between the words read

and book and the sentence I read a magazine do the syn-
tagmatic relation between read and magazine. Through
the basis of their relations with the word read, the words
book and magazine can also be related.

We evaluate such interrelationships by gauging a
word's similarity to all other words based on its usage
in sentences. Similarity is an important concept with re-
spect to categorization. Entities are categorized via their
similarity with each other. Similarity is a graded and
subjective notion. To calculate the similarity of words
based on their usage in sentences, we adopt Karov and
Edelman's algorithm [10], which allows for the similari-
ties to be graded. Karov and Edelman stress the mutual

dependency between words and sentences, i.e., similar
words are used in similar sentences and similar sentences
are composed of similar words.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. At �rst,

we de�ne an arti�cial agent with grammar systems and
its modi�cation instructions as well as the calculation
algorithm of similarity among words. After showing the
basic characteristics of the similarity formula, simulation
results of agents with grammar modi�cation are shown,
which are a classi�cation of structures according to their
word similarities, as well as a developmental pathway
for the structures. Finally, we discuss relevance of the
structures of word similarities and their dynamics with
linguistic categorization.

2 Model

In this section we describe our model. We �rst de�ne
agents as grammar systems, then detail their sentence-
recognition process. Next, we de�ne a method of ar-
ticulating a sequence of words in a sentence, that is a
sequence of the symbols '0' and '1'. Next, the similar-
ities among words are de�ned. Finely, instructions for
modifying a grammar system are given.

2.1 Agent

An agent is de�ned as a grammar system,

Gi = (VN; VT; Fi; S); (1)

where VN is a set of non-terminal symbols, VT is a set
of terminal symbols, Fi is a list of rewriting rules, S
is a start symbol, and a su�x i is ID of an agent. In
this paper we use VN = fS;A;Bg, VT = f0; 1g as non-
terminal and terminal symbols, respectively. A rewriting
rule is an ordered pair (�;�) which is written as �! �.
Here, � is a symbol over VN . And � is an arbitrary �nite
string of symbols over VN [ VT not including the same
symbol with �. The type of grammar that an agent can
have is a context-free or regular grammar here.

2.2 Recognition of Sentences

Agents that are de�ned as grammar systems try to speak
and recognize sentences. During the recognition process,
an agent tries to rewrite from a given sentence into the
start symbol S by use of its own grammar. The sentence
is checked against each rule in the rule list, beginning
with the topmost rule, to determine whether it contains
the element in the right hand side of each rule. If it does,
then the leftmost sequence that is equivalent to the right
hand side is rewritten as the left hand side of the rule.
If the agent has no applicable rule even if the rewritten
sentence is not S, the rewritten sentence is put back one
step and the searching and rewriting processes restart
from the next rule of the applied rule in the agent's rule
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list. This process is recursively applied. If an agent can
put a given sentence back to the symbol S within 500
rewriting steps, we say that the agent can recognize the
sentence.

2.3 Articulation

We introduce a method of articulating a sequence of
words in a sentence based on the parsing of that sen-
tence. Agents have three types of rewriting rules:

N ! sequence of T s; (2)

N ! sequence of Ns; (3)

N ! sequence of N s and T s; (4)

where N and T are a non-terminal and a terminal sym-
bol, respectively. A word is a series of terminal symbols
in Eqs. (2) and (4). A sentence is a sequence of termi-
nal symbols. Each agent articulates sequences of words
within sentences by parsing it.
For example, an agent with a rewriting rule list, S !

A0B;A! 10; B ! 11, parses a sentence \10011" as

10011
A 10
=) A011

B 11
=) A0B

S A0B
=) S

and articulates it as a sequence of words \10�0�11". A
mark '�' is used for a separator between words. The
parsing tree is depicted in Fig. 1(a).

S

A B

1 0 0 1 1

(a) (b)
S

A B

1 0 0 1 1

Figure 1: Two examples of a parsing tree.

The way of articulation of a given sentence depends
on the rule list, which expresses the subjective aspect
of similarity among words. The sentence in the above
example, \10011," will be broken down into the word
sequence \1�0�011" by an agent with the rewriting rule
list, S ! 1AB;A! 0; B ! 011, through the recognition
process,

10011
A 0
=) 1A011

B 011
=) 1AB

S 1AB
=) S;

the parsing tree of which is shown in Fig. 1(b).

2.4 Similarity and A�nity

Relationships between words are de�ned by the similar-
ity of their usage in sentences. We use Karov and Edel-
man's de�nition [10] with some revisions. A key con-
cept in this de�nition is the mutual dependency between

words and sentences. That is, similar words appear in
similar sentences and similar sentences are composed of
similar words. We call a space of the relationship among
words word-space.
The similarities between words and between sentences

are respectively de�ned by the following formulae:

simn+1(wi; wj) =8<
:

X
s3wi

weight(s; wi)affn(s; wj) if i 6= j ;

1:0 if i = j ;

(5)

and

simn+1(si; sj) =8<
:

X
w2si

weight(w; si)affn(w; sj) if i 6= j ;

1:0 if i = j :

(6)

The functions affn(s; w) and affn(w; s) represent the
a�nity of a word for a sentence and that of a sentence
for a word, respectively. They are de�ned as

affn(s; w) =
X
s03w

weight(s0; w)simn(s; s
0) ; (7)

affn(w; s) =
X
w02s

weight(w0; s)simn(w;w
0) : (8)

In the above four formulae, a su�x n indicates number
of times to iterate, w 2 s means words included in a
sentence s, and s 3 w means sentences including a word
w. The functions weight(s; w) and weight(w; s) are nor-
malizing factors that decide what contribution each word
and sentence will make toward a�nity and similarity.
They are given by

weight(s; w) =
factor(s; w)X

s03w

factor(s0;w)
; (9)

factor(s; w) =
p(s)

#(s; w)
; (10)

weight(w; s) =
factor(w; s)X

w02s

factor(w0; s)
; (11)

and

factor(w; s) =
1

p(w)lg(s)
: (12)

In Eqs. (10) and (12), p(w) and p(s) are the appearance
frequencies of a word w and a sentence s, respectively;
lg(s) is the length of a sentence s, which is de�ned by the
number of words included in the sentence; and #(s; w)
is the number of appearances of a sentence s including a
word w. The more a word is used, the less informative it
is, but the more a sentence is used, the greater its con-
tribution. A word in a longer sentence is less important
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than one in a shorter sentence. If a word is absent in
many sentences, its e�ect on similarity and a�nity will
be greater than that of ubiquitous used words.
At the initial iteration step (n = 0), the diagonal part

of word similarity (sim0(wi; wi)) is 1.0; the others are
0.0. Word-sentence a�nity (Eq. (8)) at n = 0 is cal-
culated from this initial word similarity matrix. Then,
these four formulae are iteratively calculated as Eqs. (6)
! (7) ! (5) ! (8).

2.5 Modi�cation of Grammar

The grammar of an agent is modi�ed in the course of
time, depending on the usage at recognition processes.
Modi�cations of the rule list are de�ned by the following
three processes:

adding modi�cation An altered rule of the mostly
used rule at recognition processes is added to the end
of the rule list.

replacing modi�cation A randomly selected rule
from the whole rule list is replaced with an altered
rule.

deleting modi�cation The least used rule is deleted
from the rule list.

The times of use of each rule are counted only upon suc-
cessful recognition of a path. Rules which are rewritten
to erroneous recognition paths are not regarded as being
used. These modi�cations are applied in probabilities
madd, mrep, and mdel, respectively.
The ways of altering of a rule are as follows: 1) Re-

place a symbol of the left-hand of the rule with another
non-terminal symbol. 2) Replace a symbol in the right-
hand of the rule with another non-terminal or terminal
symbol. 3) Insert a symbol in the right-hand side of
the rule. 4) Delete a symbol from the right-hand of the
rule. One of these alterations, as well as the point of
insertion, replacement, or deletion in a rule, is randomly
determined.

3 Characteristics of Word Similarity

We shall begin the analysis of our system with a con-
sideration of the characteristics of word similarity. Simi-
larity, straightforwardly understood from the de�nition,
has the following properties: Word similarity with the
word itself is always 1.0; A word has higher similarity
with a word in a frequent sentence than with one in a
rare sentence; It has higher similarity with a word in a
short sentence than with one in a long sentence; It has
lower similarity with a word which is used with a fre-
quent word in a sentence than with a word which is used
with a rare word.
Words, even if they are not used in a sentence, can

have similarity through their relation with other words.
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Figure 2: An example of transition of word similarity
in the course of iteration. The graph is the similarity
of a word '000' with the other words per iteration of
calculation of similarity and a�nity. Iteration step vs.
word similarity of a word '000' with the other words.

By a sentence \w1�w2," the word w1 has similarity with
the word w2. Another sentence, \w2�w3," is the case for
the similarity between the words w2 and w3. Despite
the fact that no sentence uses w1 and w3 simultaneously,
these two words come to have similarity through w2 by
iteration of the calculation algorithm. If the words have
similar way of use within sentences, they are regarded
as highly similar. With this feature of the algorithm we
can take the paradigmatic relations between words into
consideration.
If the weight functions, Eqs. (9) and (11), do not

change in the course of iteration, both word similarity
and sentence similarity are non-decreasing functions of
the iteration number n. Therefore, similarity converges
to 1.0 after all.
The above characteristics are clearly seen in the fol-

lowing simulation, in which the grammar of agents is
not modi�ed in the course of simulation. Randomly gen-
erated sentences, in which the maximum number of sym-
bols in a sentence is restricted to 8, are given to an agent
until it recognizes 100 sentences. The similarity between
all word-pairs is calculated after recognitions of 100 sen-
tences. Since the appearance frequencies of each word
and each sentence are �xed after all recognitions, the
weight functions do not change in the calculation.
An example of word similarity change per iteration is

shown in Fig. 2 for a word '000'.1 We can see mono-
tonically increasing curves of similarity, which will con-
verge to 1.0. Similarity with the word itself, indicated by
'000', is always 1.0 by de�nition. Similarities with words

1The rule list of the agent in this example is copied from a agent
evolved in a simulation of our previous work [5, 6].
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'00111' and '00001' rapidly increase in early iteration
steps. Because these words are used in two-word sen-
tences with the word '000' as \000�00111" (3 times) and
\000�00001" (2 times), respectively, they have direct and
strong relations. The di�erence between sim(000; 00111)
and sim(000; 00001) depends on the times to be used. A
word '0000' is used in a three-word sentence \000�0000�1"
(2 times). Therefore the word '0000' has high similarity
with '000'. In spite of the use of '1' in the same sentence,
the word has less similarity with '000' than similarity
between the words '000' and '0000'. This is because the
word '1' is used many more times (79 times) than the
word '0000' (9 times).

Resemblance of usage of words in di�erent sentences
gives a high similarity value even when the words are
not used in a sentence, as can be seen in the similarity
between '000' and '001'. The word '001', which is not
used with '000' in any sentence, is used only in sentences
\001�00111," \001�00001" and \001�0000�1." But the re-
spective usages of the words '000' and '001' resemble each
other in these and the above listed sentences. Therefore
sim(000;001) is a rather high value (Fig. 2).

4 Results of Simulation with Modi�ca-
tion of Grammar

We describe the results of simulation with the rule mod-
i�cation processes which are introduced in x2.5. Sen-
tences of at most 8 symbols are given to some agents.
Similarity is calculated when the agent recognizes a given
sentence. Thus the iteration step coincides with the num-
ber of recognized sentences. The modi�cation occurs ev-
ery 10 given sentences. Probabilities for rule modi�ca-
tions are madd = mrep = mdel = 0:3.

4.1 Dynamics of Word Similarity

Since similarity is calculated dynamically, the weight
functions are not �xed in the course of iteration. Fig-
ure 3 is an example of transition of word similarity per
each recognition. The initial rule list is the same as that
for the agent depicted in the previous section.

In this case, the similarity functions are not non-
decreasing. We can see more complex dynamics than
that of without modi�cation of grammar. Similarity with
new words climbs from 0.0, while similarities with al-
ready appeared words are pulled down by the e�ect of
the new words. Some words form clusters, as described
in the next subsection. Similarities with words in a clus-
ter show synchronized transitions.

4.2 Classi�cation of Structure in Word-space

Words are clustered in word-space, the space of word
similarity, according to having or not having similarity
with each other. Various shapes of structures of clus-
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Figure 3: An example of transition of word similarity
per each recognition from a simulation with the grammar
modi�cations. In this simulation, similarity is calculated
per each recognition. Therefore the scale of horizontal
axis coincides with the number of iteration. Rule list is
modi�ed per 10 given sentences. The initial rule list is
the same as that in the example in the previous section.
The similarity of a word '0' with other words is shown.
X-axis is the number of recognized sentences (= iteration
step), and Y-axis is the word similarity.

ter appear in the course of simulations. Their variety
depends on the initial grammar of the agents. We clas-
sify structures in word-space into six types according to
their shapes. Examples of simple structures of each type
are shown in Fig. 4. Structures in word-space in actual
simulations are compositions of some of these types.

The features of these graphs can be summarized by
one of the following. (a) A word has no relation to other
words; we call such word a solitary word. (b) Words in a
cluster have almost identical similarities with each other;
we term this cluster a at cluster. (c) Words form a
cluster. Similarity between words in the cluster depends
on words and gradually changes; we term this a gradual
cluster. (d) Words are in a cluster but there are two
peaks of similarity. Similarity from a word decays along
one side but climbs along the opposite side; we term
this a two-peak cluster. (e) There is a cluster having a
stepwise structure. Words are thought to be divided in
sub-clusters. (f) Words form plural, unrelated clusters.

4.3 Dynamics of Structure in Word-space

A general scenario of the development of structure in
word-space is the following. At �rst an agent can recog-
nize only a one-word sentence. It then develops the abil-
ity to recognize several sentences, but these all are one-
word sentences, and therefore there are several solitary
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Figure 4: Examples of structures in word-space. Z-axis
is word similarity de�ned by Eq. (5). Words are aligned
in X- and Y- axes in descending order from a standard
word appropriately selected to smoothly change similari-
ties. We have six distinct types of structures. (a) Solitary
word. A word has no similarity with the others. (b) Flat
cluster. All words have almost identical similarity with
the all other words in the cluster. In these two cases,
(a) and (b), the shape of clusters does not depend on
the order of words in the X- and Y- axes. (c) Gradual
cluster. Words are arranged in the X-axis in descending
order of similarity with a standard word. In this case: '0'
(standard word), '1', '11', � � �, '111'. In case of gradual
cluster, similarities of words with the last word in X-
axis, '111', are also descent order. (d) Two-peak cluster.
Words are arranged in the same manner as in (c). In this
example: '11' (standard word), '0', � � �, '0010'. In con-
trast with the gradual cluster, similarities of words with
the last word in X-axis, '0010', are ascending order. (e)
Sub-clustering. Words are again arranged in the same
manner. In this example, '0' (standard word), '0000',
� � �, '00000'. Words are divided into two groups which
have almost the same value of similarity with words in
the same group. (f) Two clusters. There are two inde-
pendent clusters in word-space.

words in word-space. Then it becomes able to articulate
sentences into plural words, which forms relations be-
tween words. Eventually words form gradual clusters in
word-space. Such clusters change their structure through
such processes as expansion of boundary or mergence of
two clusters. Parallel to this development in word-space,
the syntactic structure also develops from sequential, to
branch, and then, to loop structures.
Let us examine this scenario thoroughly by the exam-

ple of two simulations. One is a simulation from the
simplest grammar, namely from only one rewriting rule,
which will show the developmental path in the early
stage. The other is from a large grammar and will il-
lustrate structural change in clusters.

4.3.1 Development in Early Stage

A simulation which is started from an agent with only
one rule as the initial grammar is taken to illustrate the
development in word-space at the early stage. We will
be able to see a typical pathway of development where
sentences make relations between some solitary words
and expand boundaries of clusters.2

An agent whose initial grammar has only a rule S ! 1
hears randomly generated sentences and tries to recog-
nize them. Grammar of the agent changes in the course
of simulation according to the modi�cation method of
grammar de�ned in x2.5.
Figure 5 shows increases in the whole number of rec-

ognized sentences, indicated by 'whole' in the graph and
denoted Nr, and in the number of distinct sentences, in-
dicated by 'distinct' in the graph and denoted Nk.
We depict the developmental pathways of structures

in word-space by showing some snapshot �gures of word-
space in Fig. 6. Words articulated from recognized sen-
tences are aligned as '0', '1', '01', '101', '10', '11', '011',
'00' from 1 to 8 on the X and Y axes to clearly show
structural changes in word-space.
The �rst sentence the agent can recognize is \1", and

it is a one-word sentence. The shape in word-space is the
simplest structure as Fig. 6(a), a solitary word structure
classi�ed in x4.2.
Since all sentences, which appear until Ng is 1580,

namely \0",\1", \01", \101", and \10", are recognized
as one-word sentences, there are only solitary words in
word-space (Fig. 6(b)).
From Ng of around 1580 to 1900, Nr of the agent is

on a rapid increase phase as in Fig. 5. This phase begins
when the agent gets an e�ective loop structure in its
grammar. A set of recognizable sentences is enlarged by

2We should say it is an atypical example of simulation starting
from small grammar. In case that the initial grammar is quite
small, it is hard to develop to be able to recognize enough sentences
to show particular structure in word-space. Since the modi�cation
ways introduced in x2.5 are rather weak in order to enlarge the set
of recognizable sentences.
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Figure 5: Transitions of the number of whole (Nr) and
distinct (Nk) sentences which are recognized by an agent
per each given sentence. The solid and dashed lines are
the whole and distinct number of sentences recognized
by an agent, respectively.

this loop structure. The fact that Nk also grows almost
parallel to the line ofNr implies that the agent recognizes
many new sentences.
In this rapid increase phase, many of the new sen-

tences are no more than one-word in length. They make
connections between solitary words. For example, a sen-
tence \000111" �rst recognized at Ng = 1599 is artic-
ulated to \0�0�01�1�1". By this sentence solitary words
'0', '1', and '01' are related and these three words form a
gradual cluster (Fig. 6(c)). By the next recognized sen-
tence, \0�0�101�1�1�1", a word '101' is incorporated into
this cluster. As this manner, all �ve of the solitary words
are related by Ng = 1641 (Fig. 6(d)).
The boundary of the cluster is extended through recog-

nition of new sentences. A new word '11' is incorporated
into the cluster at Ng = 1747 by a sentence \0�101�11"
(Fig. 6(e)) . At Ng = 2853 a sentence \0�0�0�1�011�1"
expands the boundary to a new word '011' (Fig. 6(f)).

4.3.2 Development from Large Grammar

In this subsection, we exemplify a developmental path
from an agent with many rules in its grammar. If an
agent has the ability to recognize sentences to some ex-
tent at the initial point, it is likely to develop some struc-
ture in word-space. We will show a merging process of
clusters, a structural change from plural peak to nearly
at cluster, and a boundary expansion.
The agent in the following example, the same as that

used in x3, has 33 rules in its initial grammar. We would
like to focus attention on a scenario of structural change
in word-space. In the early period, there are two clus-
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(d) Ng = 1641, Nr = 13
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(e) Ng = 1747, Nr = 19
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(f) Ng = 1853, Nr = 24

Figure 6: The developmental path of structures in word-
space of an agent from one rule as the initial grammar is
shown. Z-axis is word similarity. Words are arranged in
XY-plane to clearly show the clustering and its dynamics
in word-space. That is, '0', '1', '01', '101', '10', '11',
'011', '00' from 1 to 8. The symbols Ng and Nr in the
equations under each graph are the number of given and
recognized sentences, respectively.

ters and a solitary word (Fig. 7(a)). One cluster has a
ragged surface and the other has a at one. At Ng = 74,
the former cluster develops two peaks. The latter ex-
pands its boundary and also becomes a two-peak cluster
(Fig. 7(b)).

We can see a merging process of three clusters into a
at cluster through the three-peak structure in Fig. 7(b)
� (f). A sentence \00�0101�1" makes a connection be-
tween two clusters mentioned above (Fig. 7(c)). This
sentence does not contain a new word, but the usage
of words in this sentence is quite new. The solitary
word is included in the �rst cluster, and the three clus-
ters begin to have stronger relations through more sen-
tences (Fig. 7(d)). The connected cluster changes into
a three-peak shape (Fig. 7(e)). But this three-peak
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(f) Ng = 308, Nr = 40
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(g) Ng = 427, Nr = 53
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(h) Ng = 500, Nr = 70
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(i) Ng = 938, Nr = 200
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(j) Ng = 1911, Nr = 700

Figure 7: The developmental path of structures in word-
space is shown. Z-axis is word similarity. Words are
arranged in XY-plane to clearly show clustering and its
dynamics in word-space. The symbols Ng and Nr in the
equations under each graph are the number of recognized
and given sentences, respectively.

structure does not endure for long before turning into
a nearly at cluster structure with an expanding bound-
ary (Fig. 7(f)).
By recognizing new sentences, the cluster gets bigger

and incorporates more solitary words (Fig. 7(g) and (h)).
The similarity among old words loses its raggedness, but
the new words have a smaller similarity at its boundary
(Fig. 7(i)).
In the period of Ng = 1680 � 1940, the agent can

recognize almost all words. This is because, by this time,
the agent has one of the following two rule sets in its
grammar:

S ! 0;A! 1;A! B;B ! S; S ! AA;

or
S ! 0; A! 1; S ! AA;A! S:

By this set of rules, all sentences except for a sentence \1"
can be recognized. All sentences are broken to combina-
tions of the words '0' and '1' by this grammar, therefore
no new word appears during this period. Consequently,
the boundary of the cluster no longer expands, and the
similarity among almost all words in the cluster �nally
approaches 1.0, which is the reex of the convergence na-
ture noted in x3, and which makes the structure of the
cluster nearly at, as in Fig. 7(j).

5 Discussion

5.1 Clustering as Categorization

We have shown clustering structures in x4. This clus-
tering can be regarded as categorization of words by the
agent, since words in a cluster have stronger relation with
each other and less relations with words out of the clus-
ter. Let us devote a little more space to discussing each
types of structure classi�ed in x4.2 from this point of
view.
A solitary word is a word without any similarity to

other words (Fig. 4(a)). Strictly speaking, we cannot
say it is a cluster and also a category. Actually, we do
not have a category with only one member in our knowl-
edge system. There might be, however, such a simple
structure of knowledge at the very beginning of our de-
velopment.
All words in a at cluster structure have almost iden-

tical similarity (Fig. 4(b)). Since its boundary is sharp,
it is clear whether an entity is a member of the cluster
or not. This type of cluster is like a category in which
members are rigidly determined by necessary and su�-

cient conditions as scienti�c notions.
In contrast to the at cluster, a gradual cluster

has a graded change in similarity from large to small
(Fig. 4(c)). This cluster has a peak. If we think of it
as a category, a peak corresponds to the central member
of the category. Words having small similarity with the
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central one are peripheral members of the category. This
structure is like a prototype category [11, 12]. To what
extent words are included in the category is matter of
gradient.

The two-peak cluster (Fig. 4(d)) is an analogue of a
category with two central members. It can be regarded
as a polysemous category. All words in a single peak
structure are characterized by how similar they are to a
central member in the category. Whereas in the plural
peak structure, such as in the case of two peaks, there
are words which are similar to one central member but
not to the other one, and there are words which have
some degree of similarity to both central members of a
category.

We can see the sub-clustering structure into two
groups of words in a cluster (Fig. 4(e)). One is words
with high similarity and the other is words with rather
lower similarity. The two groups can be regarded as two
sub-categories within the category. This is the simplest
case of a hierarchy of categories.

The structures of categories should change through
various experiences. In our model, we have seen dynam-
ics of clusters in word-space in x4.3.1 and x4.3.2. These
dynamics are the expansion of boundaries, the establish-
ing of connections between clusters, the incorporation of
solitary words, and the structural changes from gradual
or two-peak to at cluster.

In the case of boundary expansions of clusters as in
Fig. 6(d) � (f) and Fig. 7(f) � (i), the structure of the
original clusters does not undergo large change. This
satis�es the requirements for adaptability and stability
of categorical system noted in x1 and shows resemblance,
also in the context of dynamics, to the prototype cate-
gory in its feature of exibility, as expressed by Taylar
[12] when he says: \Prototype categories have a exibil-
ity � � � in being able to accommodate new, hitherto un-
familiar data. � � � New entries and new experiences can
be readily associated, perhaps as peripheral members,
to a prototype category, without necessarily causing any
fundamental restructuring of the category system."

What, then, is the correspondence with a sentence
which makes a connection between clusters as shown in
Fig. 7(c)? One candidate is a metaphorical expression. A
metaphor connects two semantic domains. For example,
in the sentence Sally is a block of ice, the domains of the
human and nonhuman or of the animate and inanimate
entities are connected.

But we cannot insist on this correspondence so
strongly. Metaphor is not the only connection between
two domains, but the basic logic of an original domain is
applied to a destination domain by metaphor. Usually,
the original domain is concrete and easy to conceptual-
ize; on the other hand, the destination is abstract and
hard to conceptualize [13]. But in our case, the two clus-
ters are merely related, and we can discuss neither the

mapping of logic between two categories nor which is
abstract or concrete.

5.2 Future Problems

We plan to extend our model to a communication net-
work system to discuss the emergence of a social struc-
ture among agents. In addition to this extension, we
hope to address the following problems.

5.2.1 Convergence Nature of Word Similarity

The similarity among words and that of sentences by
our de�nition has a non-decreasing nature. Therefore,
by static calculation the similarities �nally converges to
1.0, as shown in x3. This nature appears even in the dy-
namical calculation in x4, and structures in word-space
tend to approach nearly at clusters. This is partly be-
cause the set of vocabulary and symbols in our model is
much smaller than that in an actual language system. To
avoid this convergence, we should set some restrictions
to calculate similarity.

5.2.2 Language Externals

We can show the dynamics of categorization and dis-
cuss the correspondences of our results with notion of
prototype category, e.g., peaks in a cluster with proto-
types and the boundary expansions with exibility of
categories. These correspondences will provide a clue
to study the dynamics of categorization. But in order
to investigate the problem more deeply, especially with
respect to the prototype category, we should take into
consideration not only interactions with other agent and
entities within embedded environments but also interac-
tions of the ability of language use with other cognitive
and motor competence.
Our model might be highly structuralistic to talk over

such cognitive linguistic notion as the prototype cate-
gory. There is no external world of agent in our system
and similarity and categorization are discussed based on
language internal relations. Cognitive linguists say that
e�ects from the language externals are important to the
prototype categorization, as Taylor [12] explains: \Pro-
totype e�ects � � � arise from an interaction of core mean-
ing with non-linguistic factors like perception and world
knowledge, and can thus be assigned to other compo-
nents of the mind." How we incorporate such language
external systems into our model is the next important
problem.

6 Conclusion

We have proposed an evaluation of meaning representa-
tion by relationship among words based on the relative
similarity of language usages, and we have introduced
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a de�nition of similarity among words. We studied the
development of structure in word similarity space in an
arti�cial agent with a grammar system. Structures of
cluster in word similarity space were classi�ed into six
groups: solitary word, at cluster, gradual cluster, two-
peak cluster, sub-clustering structure and plural clusters.
The dynamics of the structures were found to consist of
association of solitary words, boundary expansions, mer-
gence of clusters, and structural change from gradual or
two-peak cluster into at structure. The relevance of
these clustering and their dynamics with linguistic cate-
gorization was suggested.
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